Dear parents welcome to the New Year 2015!

The New Year stands before us, like a new chapter in a book waiting to be written in. In order to prepare our children for the next class, we will undertake a thorough revision of the concepts taught, along with new topics. We will also give our children time bound worksheets to inculcate the habit of finishing their work in the stipulated time.

We would like to thank all our parents for their contributions in making the Winter Carnival a rocking success!! The children had an awesome time learning and making beautiful craft items, which were sold for a good cause.

We begin the month of January with the spirit of Unity in Diversity. With the Republic Day around the corner, children will be sensitized towards diversity in India in terms of culture, traditions, cuisines and languages..

The value of the month of February is all about Setting Goals and Hard Work. To enhance the skills of setting goals for themselves, children will be encouraged to develop the skills of
setting goals for themselves and the upcoming assemblies and activities will revolve around them.

**P.E classes** will be all about training in football, relay races, basketball and fun games like circle chasing, dodgeball and dog-in-the-bone. To improve the basic physicals aspects like balance, co-ordination, speed, flexibility and agility, the C.B.S.E P.E.C cards No. 10, 11, 12 and 13 will be undertaken in the P.E classes as well.

The Republic Day theme will continue in the **craft classes** as the children will make craft items based on the Republic Day theme. For e.g: tricolor peacocks, door hangers, book covers, alligator stitch puppets, chameleon and heart lanterns. The colour theory will be introduced in the **art classes** and our little artists will be taught to draw lotus, dice monster, drain tigers, etc.

During the **music classes**, children will learn Nav-varsh, Deshbhakti and Basant geet.

In **dance**, children will learn basic folk dance steps and will also be introduced to tree dance, reggae, retro and character dance.

The **computer classes** will be all about enhancing the skills of typing, using correct placement of fingers on the keypad to type three letter words and sentences.
On the academic front, the following topics will be covered, subject wise:-

**English:**

- Lesson 17: The Unhappy Dinosaur
- Creative writing
- Comprehension passages
- Joining words: and, but, because
- Spell-o-fun
- Revision

**Maths:**

- Multiplication tables of 7, 8 and 9
- Multiplication sums in vertical format
- Time: Quarter to
- Story sums
- Mixed bag
- Money
- Checking subtraction with addition
- Revision

**E.V.S:**

- Unit: Safety
In the words of Edith Pierce, “We will open the book. Its pages are blank. We are going to put words on them ourselves. The first chapter is New Year’s Day!”

We thank you for your co-operation in the year 2014 and look forward to your continued support.

With warm regards,

Abha Sahgal

(Principal)